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Si:H) and a-Si-i _χＣχ:H.The　main purpose of　the present　study is
to obtain wide-gap amorphous　semiconductors. The　extension ｏｆ･the
bandgap of amorphous　semiconductors　leads　to ａ wide variety of
electrical properties;　this enables us to select optimum　mate-




tures　on　the　film　formation of　a-Sii -ＸＣＸ‡Ｈare investigated using
deposition　rates　of　silicon　and　carbon　atoms　and　in-situ　optical
emission　spectroscopy (OES). The deposition　rates　of　silicon　and
carbon atoms　are　calculated using　the　deposition rate, the　densi-
ty, and　the hydrogen and　carbon　contents　of　the　film. The　decom-
position　of　C2H4　is　reduced　in　CpHd-rich　gas　compositions;　this
causes an increase in the average number of hydrogen atoms at-
tached　to　ａ　carbon　atom　detected　by　infrared　absorption (工Ｒ）
measurements.　when　the　source　gas　is　diluted　with Ｈ２　byａ　factor
of　１０ｆ　the　decompositionof　CoH.　is　enhanced measured by OES, and





controlled　over　the　range　from　１.8 eV to　４．２　eVby changing the
carbon　content　of　the　fi lm.　The　wide　optical　energy　gap　is
thought　to be　due　to　the　excess　hydrogenation of carbon atoms.
Bright visible photoluminescence　is　observed. The　luminescence
mechanism　is discussed with the aid of electron spin resonance
measurements.　Electroluminescence (EL) is observed in an AC-EL
－i－
device. The　emission　mechanism　in　the　device　is　elucidated。
　　　　　　A-Si：H/a-Sii _χＣχ：Ｈ　multilayers (x=0.2, 0.5　and　0.8) are
fabricated　by　alternative　deposition　of　the　barrier　layers　of　ａ－




measurements.　　Hydrogen atoms are　incorporated as　Si-H2　dihydride
bonds at the beginning of　the deposition, and Si-H monohydride
bonds are formed above ４０A for the well-layer thickness. Up to
１００　λｊ　theSi-Ho dihydride　bonds are dominant rather than the
Si-H　monohydride　bonds. The　low-packed　structure　of　a-Sii_xCχ：Ｈ
(especia:Lly　ｘ＝０．８）　may　cause　ａ　low-packed　defective　structure　of




ｍｕ:Ltilayer with an n-type well　layer is verified using ａ newly
devised　structure. Above　the　applied　voltage　where　tunneling　cur-
rent starts to flow through the buffer layer of ａ－Ｓｉ：Ｈwith　５０ Ａ
thickness, hot　electron ・injection　occurs;　this　is　important for
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II　　GLOW DISCHARGE DEPOSITION OF a-Sii -x^x'H FILMS
2-1 . Introduction
2-2. Preparation
























































Ｖ　ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF a-Si:H/a-Sii_χＣχ＝Ｈ ULTRA-THIN
　　　MULTILAYERS
５－１。 工ntroduction





　　5-3-1. Current　through Multi-heteroj unction
　　5-3-2. Current　through　Single　Heteroj unction



















in　1975, Spear and ＬｅＣｏｍｂｅｒ２μ）ｄｅｍｏｎｓｔｒａｔｅｄthat hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si：H) prepared by ａ glow discharge method
could　be　doped　both　n-type　and　p-type.　The　dark　conductivity
could be control:Led in ａ　remarkably　wide　range over　ten　orders　of





expense　of　crystal　perfection. Thus, a　maj or　effort　has　been
expended　toward　applications　of　a-Si:H　to　solar　cells, thin-film
transistors　and　image　ｓｅｎｓｏｒｓ．５）







multilayer is less than scores times of bond lengths (less than
about　１００ A).












widely　accepted　that　the　optical　energy gap (Eopt) of　ａ－Ｓｉｌ-ＸＣＸ：Ｈ
is controlled in the visible-wavelength region by changing the
carbon　content　of　the　ｆｉｌｍ．７‾９）Ｍｏｒｅｏｖｅｒ，　a-Si"! －ＸＣＸ：Ｈ　shows
bright　luminescence　at　７７Ｋ１０）ａｎｄ　　room　temperature.''''-''6) Thus,
there have been considerable interests regarding wide possible
applications to optoelectronic devices such as efficient　solar
ｃｅｌｌｓ１７）　and　large-area　display　ｄｅｖｉｃｅｓ．１８バ19）　工ｎ
electrophotography,5)　this　material　is　used　as　an　insulating　top






　　　　　工ｔ　is　generally known that　incorporation ･of hydrogen　into
tetrahedral amorphous　semiconductors　saturates dangling bonds　and
removes　states　in the gap related to them.工nfrared absorption




deposited from　SiH4　and CH4　was also　thought　to be　ａ　polymer-like











estimated for the films deposited by GD with the aid of the known
oscillator　strength　of　the　Si-H　stretching　mode. Since　then,





increased　with the　carbon content　in films　deposited　by　GD or
SP 35β６）　The　reason　for　the　increase　in　the spin　density　was
thought　to　be　that　dangling　bonds　were　produced　　in　order　to
relax ａ local strain owing to the difference in the covalent bond
lengths　between　silicon (1.17　A) and　carbon (0.772　A).37) The
relaxation　of　the　local　strain　was　observed　by　Raman
ｓｐｅｃｔＥｒｏｓｃｏｐｙ．３８）工ｎaddition, the incorporated hydrogen　in　the
form　of the gathered phase29,30)　as mentioned above might not
contribute　to ･the　decrease　in　the spin　ｄｅｎｓｉｔｙ．３７β9)Theoretical







structure　averaged over　several　bond　lengths (i.e., the　atomic
density detected by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy：　XPS, and





properties had　similar breaks at the carbon content of　０．４－0.5
1n the films deposited by SP. Ａ１１ of these properties seemed to
originate　from　the change in chemical-bonding structures in ａ－
Sil －ＸＣＸ：H,　ｉ．ｅり　the　transition　from　diamond-like　four-fold
coordination in the　silicon-rich region to graphite-like tree-
fold　coordination　in　the　carbon-rich　region.　Raman　ｓｐｅｃｔｒａ４４）ｏｆ







properties　of　this　material　even in silicon-rich samples prepared
by GD.47,48) Under plasma conditions of either high rf power or
high　pressure, more　energetic　ion　bombardment　against　depositing
films　was　presumed　to　ｏｃｃｕｒ,４９）　which　would　break　C-H　ｂｏｎｄｓ．５０）
And　carbon　atoms　came　to bond　in a graphite-like　ｓｔｒｕｃｔｕｒｅ．４７）
　　　　　At　present,　silicon-rich　a-Si-1 －χＣχ:H （ｘく０．２）　proves
successful　in　the　application　to　solar　cells.工mprovement　in
conversion efficiency was achieved for ａ p-i-n type solar cell
゛゛here　the　p-layer　゛゛as　boron-doped a-Si-] －ＸＣｘｚＨ（゜ｃく0.2,　Ｅｏｐｔ刈．９
eV) in　stead　of　p-type　a-Si:H （Ｅｏｐｔく１．８　ev).17,51) This　result　is
explained　that　short-wavelength light　can reach the active　ｉ－
layer　through　the　　wide-gap　a-Si-1 -xCx:H　layer　efficientlyJ ７）工ｎ
this　silicon-rich a-Si-| _xCx:H,　several electronic studies have
been carried out. The comparison between　the　Fermi　level　detected
by　XPS　and　the　activation　energy　of　electrical　conductivity
showed that the hole transport in p-type a-Si-| _χＣχこＨ films did
not take place at the valence band edge but at the band tail52)
as　well　in p-type　a-Si：H 53) The valence-band discontinuity at





p-i-n　solar ce11.56）Ｔｏ avoid bombardment by charged particles
during deposition, a-Si-] _χＣχ:H (xく0.2) was　deposited by photo-
chemical　vapor　ｄｅｐｏｓｉｔｉｏｎ５７）ａｎｄ　applied to　ｓｏｌａｒｃｅｌｌｓ．５８）
　　　　　There　has　been　　an　obstacle　to　applications　of　carbon-rich
a-Sii _xCx:H （ｘ〉0.2) to　electronic　devices.工ncrease　in　the　carbon
content　results　in poor electrical　properties:　工ｎ　carbon-rich
films,　substitutional　doping　has　never　been　achieved.　The
configuration of　incorporated　carbon atoms　in　a-Sii _χＣχ:H　has








as well　for a-Si:H.59) There have also been fundamental studies





deposited　by　GD .10-16)工ｎ　GD, an　rf electric　field　is　used　to
produce　ａ　plasma　containing　ions　and　other　reactive　species　from




















ｍｅａｓｕｒｅｍｅｎｔｓ．６１）工ｎ｡recentworks, hydrogen atmosphere plays an






consisting of　a-Si:H and　silicon based　ternary alloys, e･ｇ．　ａ一




layers, which　was　insisted　to be　due　to ａ　quantum　size　effect.65-
　　　　　　　　←●．･６９） There　i s　also　information　in　the　literature　on　the
electrical　properties　along　multilayer planes;　the Fermi　level　in






an example of design for amorphous ultra-thin multilayers.　Hot
－６
electrons　are expected to be generated by tunneling conduction
through　the　barrier　layer　of　wide-gap　ａ－Ｓｉｌ_χＣχ:H　in　an　a-Si：H/a-






















formation of a-Si-] -xCx:H are investigated using the deposition




carbon atoms　are described. Under ａ　nearly-optimum　deposition
condition　that　ａ　hydrocarbon　i s　effi ciently　decomposed,
substitutional　doping　for　n-type　is　successfully　carried　out　in
















conclusions　of　the　present　study are　summarized　in Chapter ｖ工．
８－
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reaction　ｃｈａｍｂｅｒ．５－９）工ｎ　this　case,the plasma condition to be
controlled　becomes　complicated　because　of　the　difference　in　the




hydrogenated･ compared　with　silicon atoms. Large hydrogenation of
carbon atoms presumably　brings　poor　semiconductor　properties.





the deposition rate of the　films　into　the　deposition rates　of
silicon　and　carbon atoms　　is　presented　using　the　measured value
of　the density　of　the　film･．　Dependences of　the　emi ssion
intensities　from　emissive　species　in　glow　discharge　plasma　of　ａ
SiH4-C2H4-H2　system on rf power and gas　composition are discussed
in　relation　to　the　deposition　rates　of　silicon　and　carbon　atoms.
As ａ result. it was found that　　C2H4 was not fully decomposed in
weak plasma. Schemes of hydrogen incorporation into an a-Sii-x
ＣＸ：Ｈ　ａ:Lloy　system　　are　discussed　on　the　basis　of　the　results　on














electrodes are ５０mm in diameter and they are １８mm apart。
　　　　　The　source　gas　for　the　deposition　of　a-Sii _χＣχ:H　was　　ａ
mixture　of　SiH4 (10　１　in　H2)　and ａ hydrocarbon. C2H4 (100　幻
was　mainly used　for ａ hydrocarbon　with　the　exception　of　ａ　doping








silicon-rich　a-Si-| －χＣχ：Ｈ（ｘく0.2) as　ａ　reference. The　input　rf
power　was　varied　in　the　range　of　１０　W (0.51　W／ｃｍ２）－８０　W(4.1
W/cm2).　The flow rate was kept in the　range　from　６０　to　８０　seem
and the ratio of SiH4　to ａ hydrocarbon was varied to change the





　　　　　Fused　quartz　substrates　were used　for fundamental absorption
measurements　and　　polished　silicon　wafers　with　high　resistivity
for　infrared absorption measurements. Sand-blasted　silicon wafers
were used for photoluminescence　measurements to eliminate any
interference　effect.　For　electrical　measurements　in　section　2-8,
glass (Corning　7059), NiCr-predeposited　glass　substrates　and
heavily doped crystalline silicon were used. The density of the
film　was　evaluated　from　the　weight　and　the　thickness　of　the　film
deposited　on　ａ　crystal　quartz　oscillator. The　weight was





substrates　were　rinsed　with　aqua　regia (HNO3　：　HC1 = 3　ｚ　ｌ〉．Ａ－
Sii _xCx:H　films　of　０．５－１。０　micron　thick　were　deposited。
　　　　　The　carbon　content　of the　films　was determined　with the aid
of　an　Auger　electron　spectroscope (AES) using　crystalline　Sic　as
the　standard　sample.　The　carbon　content　was　controlled　by
changing the SiH4 gas composition in the source gas as shown in
Fig　2.2.工ｎ　this　figure, the　SiH4　gas　composition　is　represented











temperature　and　２６０°C, flow rate:　７８　seem, gas　pressure:　ｌ ．６
Torr, and　rf　power:　１０　Ｗ）．
composition.工ｔ　should be noted that the carbon contents of the







content, the hydrogen content and the　film density.　Details　of








（２８［Ｓｉ］＋１２［Ｃ］＋Ｉ ＮＳｉ＿Ｈ＋Ｉ ＮＣ_Ｈ）／ＮＡ＝ｄ (2.2)
Above,　Nsi-H and NC-H are　the concentrations of hydrogen atoms













2-4. Diagnostics　by Optical　Emission Spectroscopy
　　　　　The　emission　from　the　glow-discharge　plasma　was　detected　by






C2H4-H2 plasma in the wavelength region between ２８０nm and ７００













resolution of　the monochromator　was　sufficient　to distinguish　the






SiH*｡（工ＳｉＨ゛) ,CH'゛（工ＣＨ゛) and Ｈ゛（工Ｈ゛）ｏｎthe rf power are ｓｈｏｗｎ･
The　gas　compositions　of　SiH4, C2H4　and　H2 were　７．２　%, 28.0　１　and
64.8　乱　respectively.　The　optical　energy　gaps (Eopt) of　the




power of the rf power. The dependence of 工SiH* on the rf power is































dependences　of　ISiH*.　ICH*　and　工H*　upon the rf power,　the SiH*
emission　can　be　interpreted　in　terms　of　one-electron-impact
excitation　process　and　H* and　ＣＨ★　emissions　in　terms　of　two-














　　　　　　Thed position rate of carbon atoms is proportional to the
1 .8　power　of　the　rf　power　as　shown　in　Fig.2.5.　From　the
　similarity　of　the　rf　power　dependences (Figs.2.4　and　2.5), the































plasma　for　ｔｈｅ｡ deposition　of　a-Si：H.I 8,1 9) However, the　emission
intensity　from　ＣＨ哨’ decreases　with　increasing　C2H4　gas
composition, indicating　that　the　decomposition of　C2H4･ gas　is
reduced　in　the　higher　C2H4　gas　composition.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Ｉ
　　　　　Figure　２．７　indicates　the　deposition　rates　of　silicon　and
























higher　C2H4　gas composition can be interpreted as　folioｗｓ;（１）





collisional　　reaction process.21 ) (2) H　is　important　for　the
decomposition　of　C2H4　in an　electrical discharge.22) C2H4　reacts









１０ｗ　forthe higher C2H4　gas composition　since the　total　flow　rate






















































assigned　after recent works (Table 2-1 ).24,25) The peak around




















































films　deposited　at　２６０　°C.The concentration ratio of the C-H3
structure to the　sum　of　the　C-Ho　and　C-H　structures　is　less　at
Tsub=260　°Ｃ　than　that　atＴｓｕｂ°RT.
2-6-2. Excess　Hydrogenation of　Carbon Atoms
　　　　　The concentration of　the hydrogen atoms bonded to carbon




(ref.27) for C-Hn and　Si-Hn　respectively. The number of　carbon
atoms, represented　ｂｙ【Ｃ】in Fig. 2.10(a), in ａ　unit volume of
the sample was deduced by the method described in section 2-3. 工ｎ






















for ＴＳｕｂ°２６０　°c.　which is the same tendency of hydrogenation of
a-Si:H.28) The　increase　in [C-H】／［Ｃ］with　the　carbon　content　can
be attributed to the increase in the C-H3 structure compared to
the　C-H2　and　C-H　structures。
　　　　Roughly　speaking, 1 －２　hydrogen atoms bonded to one carbon
atom　depending　on　the　preparation　conditions. This　value　is　very
high　compared　with　the　number of hydrogen atoms　attached　to ａ
silicon ･atom, 0.05-0.3, which　is　the　similar　value　to　that　for　ａ－
Si:H. This　result　is　consistent　with　ａ　recent　ｗｏｒｋ,２５）ｗｈｅｒｅ　the








noticed. The carbon contents of　the　films　deposited　from　the　same
gas　composition　decreases　with　increasing　substrate　temperature
as　mentioned　in　section　2-2.　For　ａ　gas　composition　of　SiH4　5.0%,
C2H4　45.0%,　H2　50.0%,　the total hydrogen content in the film　for
Ｔｓｕｂ＝２６０　°C(x=0.61) is　２５　%, whereas　the　film　for　Ｔｓｕｂ°RT
(x=0.77) has　　the　total　hydrogen　content　of　５６　%. The　hydrogen
incorporation in the　film becomes　small　with increasing substrate
temperature。
　　　　　The　increase　in　hydrogen　incorporation　causes　ａ　decrease　in















against　the carbon content　of　the　film　in　Fig.2.1 0(a).　工ｎ　the
carbon一rich　films〈ｘ〉０．８　for　Ｔｓｕｂ＝ＲＴ　and　ｘ〉０．６　for　Ｔｓｕｂ＝２６０　°Ｃ），
工CH* decreases,　together with an increase in the　工Ｒ absorption
ratio. The result also indicates that the decomposition of C2H4
gas　is　reduced　in the higher　C2H4　gas　composition and　that　the
weak　decomposition　of　C2H4　causes　an　excess　hydrogenation　of
carbon　atoms.
　　　　　The value ｏｆ［Ｃ－Ｈ］／［Ｃ］mentioned above directly indicates
the　average　number　of　hydrogen　atoms　attached　to　ａ　carbon　atom.








absorption peaks at 2960 cm‾ｌ　and 2880 ｃｍ‾ｌ　were thought be due
to the C-H3 stretching mode and the Ｃ－Ｈｎ（ｎ＝ｌ　and 2) stretching
modes, respectively.　According　to　this　peak　assignment.　the
ratio of　the　工Ｒ absorption coefficients a3/a-|　may correlate to
the average number of hydrogen atoms attached to carbon atoms,
where 03　and ai　are　the　absorption coefficients　at　2960　cm~^　and
2880　cm~^, respectively.　　The　correlation　between　the　ratios　of
oiT/ai　ａｎｄ［Ｃ－Ｈ］／【Ｃ】is　investigated　as　follows：　　Figure　2.12
shows　the　ratio　03/011　　as ａ　function of　the carbon content　for
the films deposited at　1'sub of RT and ２６０　°Ｃ　with an rf power
of　１０　W. The tendency of the 工Ｒ ratio is almost the same as that
of [C-H]/［Ｃ］as　shown　in　Fig. 2.10.(a), qualitatively:　　The　エＲ
absorption　ratio　steeply　increases　in　the　carbon　rich　films (x〉
０．８ for ＴＳｕｂ°RT and ｘ〉０．６　for ＴＳｕｂ°２６０　°C), and the ratio of　the

















































to ａ　carbon atom and (b) the Ｂ
value　vs. the　rf　power.
absorption　coefficients　in　the　fundamental　absorption　region.
Details of calculation for the Ｂ value are described in section
３二3.Decrease　in　the　Ｂ values　gives　much　structural　randomness　in
films .9)　工ｎFig.2.1 3(b),　the　decrease in the Ｂ value indicates







　　　　　工ｎorder to enhance the decomposition of　C2H4, the　source
gases　of　SiH4　and C2H4　were diluted with Ho. The dependence of
工H*/　工SiH*　and　工CH*　on　the　C2H4　gas　composition are　shown　in　Ｆｉｇ･
















C2H4 GAS COMPOSITION (゜/・)
Fig.　2.14.　Emission　intensi-











kept at ２６０°Ｃand the rf powers were ６０and ２０Ｗ。




indicates　that　the amount　of　decomposed　C2H4　is　in proportion to
the amount　of　introduced　C2H4　　in　the　glow　discharge　plasma　rich
in　Ｈ２．　Below　９０　１　for　the　gas　composition　of　Ｈ２，工ＣＨ★　decreased
with　increasing C2H4　gas　composition.　which is due　to　the　lack　of
Ｈ２　as　mentioned　in section ２－５．　Therefore,　in order to enhance





attached to carbon atoms on the Ｈ２gas composition in the films
of　ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈ．　The　gas　flow　rates　of　C2H4　and　SiH4 were
maintained at ８ and ｌ　seem, respectively. The flow rate of Ｈ２was
changed　over　the　range　from　ｇ　to　８４　seem. The　substrate
temperature　was　２６０°Ｃ and the rf power was　２０　W. The values of
［Ｃ-Ｈ］／［Ｃ］ａｎｄ［Ｓｉ-Ｈ］/[Si］decrease　with　the　Ｈ２　gas　composition.
The dilution of　source　gases　with Ｈ２　causes an enhancement of　the
decomposition　of　C2H4, which　results　in　the　reduction　in　the
excess　hydrogenation　of　carbon　atoms. For　the　Ｈ２　gas　composition












carbon atom vs.　　Ｈ２　gas　composition.　The　flow rates　of　SiH4
and C2H4　were maintained　at　ｌ　and　８　seem.　respectively・
2-8. Doping　Effects






　　　　　The　ratio of　the　工Ｒ absorption　coefficients 03/01　correlates
to the average number of hydrogen atoms　attached　to ａ　carbon atom
as　mentioned　in　section　2-6,　where　（ｘ３　and ai　are　the　absorption
coefficients at　2960　cm‾１（Ｃ－Ｈ３　stretching mode) and 2880　ｃｍ‾１





ratio　for　the　films　using　C2H4　０ｒ　C2H2　was maintained at 0.35,
while　the ratio for the films　using　CH4　increased　with　the　carbon















while　the number　of　C-H3　bonds　in the　film using CH4　increases
drastically.　０ｎ　the　basis　of　the　integrated　intensity　of　the
absorption coefficient at　1250　cm‾１（Ｓｉ－ＣＨ３　bendingmode), the
number of C-H3 bonds in a unit volume of the film using CH4 is ２０
times　larger　than　that　in the　film　using　C2H4 or C2H2　for the
carbon content of　０．４．　　whenthe rf power increased up to 70　Ｗ













　　　　　Figure　2.17　shows doping properties　in ａ－Ｓｉ０．６Ｃ０．４：Ｈusing




the　dopant (PH3),　denoted by PH3 ／(SiH4+C2H2),　was varied from
































film increased with the gas dopant composition on the basis of



























carbon atoms　was　in　proportion　to　the　emission intensity from
ＣＨ｀を;this shows that CH* is ａ good indicator of the decomposition
of　C2H4･
（４）　The　decomposition　of　CoH.　was　reduced　in　C2H4-rich　gas
compositions ;　this　i s　pre sumably　due　to　either　the　smal 1
dissociation　ratio of　C2H4　in　an　electrical　discharge　or　the　lack
of hydrogen.　Ａ reduction in the　decomposition of　C2H4　caused ａ
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　　　　　The ESR signals for the film of Ｔｓｕｂ＝ＲＴhave three peaks　as
shown　in　Fig.　3.1(a).　The　g-values　of　the　three　peaks were
constant　for the　two, 2.040　and　1.960,　and variable for peak Ａ
against　the　carbon　content. The　g-value　of　peak　Ａ　decreased　from
2.004　to　2.001　with　increasing　carbon　content　from　０．６　to　0.99　as
shown　in Fig.3.2.　However,　the　film of Tsub=260　°Ｃ has a　single
peak　as　shown　in　Fig.　3.1 (b). The　g-value　of　the　single　peak.
decreased　from　2.004　ｔ0　2.002　with increasing　carbon　content　from
０．４　ｔ00.75 (Fig.3.2);　this　is consistent with other results for
the　film　deposited　at　３５０　°Ｃ．７）Ｏｎ　the　basis　of　the　similar























silicon　atoms　could not be distinguished　from　those　of　carbon
atoms, because　the　g-value　for　　silicon atoms　shifted　to ａ　lower
value　near　that　for　carbon　atoms　owing　to　the　effects　of
surrounding　carbon　atoms　as　discussed　in　ref.7。
　　　　１ｎFig.　3.2, the change in the spin density of peak Ａ in the
film　of　ＴＳｕｂ゛ＲＴ against　the carbon content is shown together with
that of　Ｔｓｕｂ°２６０　°Ｃ．　工ｎ　the　films　of　Ｔｓｕｂ°RT,　the　spin　density














density of　the dangling bonds between the　films of Ｔｓｕｂ＝ＲＴand
２６０　°Ｃmay　be due　to　the　difference　in　the　hydrogen　contents. The
average number of hydrogen atoms attached to　carbon atoms　in　the









unpaired electrons and nuclear magnetic ｍｏｍｅｎｔｓ．９）工ｎａ recent
ｒｅｐｏｒｔ８）　similar anomalous　two peaks were explained due to the
interaction　between　hydrogen　atoms　and　unpaired　electrons　from
certain　centers　at　the　interface　between　the film　and　the
substrate. Thus, these anomalous　two peaks are thought　to be　ａ
hydrogen-related　hyperfine　structure　of　certain　centers　owing　to
enough　amount　of　hydrogen　　atoms　in　the　film　of　Ｔらｕｂ＝ＲＴ．Ｔｈｅ





















of　a-Si-i _xCx:H. (a) visible　region, (b) near　infrared　region
(only　transraissivity　spectrum).





lightwaves multireflected between the air-film and film-substrate
interfaces。




Ｔ (1-r?){1-ri )(1-r )exp(-ad)








r3 =(1-ns)/{1+ns). Above,　ｎ゛　represents　complex refractive　index
of　the　film,　"s　refractive　index　of　the　substrate (no-absorbing),
(ｘ　absorption　coefficient　of　the　film, d　the　film　thickness　and　λ
wavelength. The value of "s is 1.49 for the fused quartz used in
this　study｡
　　　　　工ｎ　the　wavelength　region　where　exp(-2ad) is　nearly　zero and










where　ｎ・=n-ik and a = 4Trk/λ．　The　absorption　coefficient　of　the　film
is estimated using Ｅ･qs.(3.3) and (3.4).












where　hv　is photon energy. The value of Eopt is estimat‘ed from
the intercept of ａ plot of (ahv)2 versus hv as shown in Fig.3.4.
　　　　工ｎ　the　long-wavelength region where ａ　is nearly zero, the
















where　λｍ　is　wavelength at　the minimum (maximum) transmission and




carbon content (Fig.3.5). The optical energy gap did not　show　ａ






















Ｅｏｐｔトincreased　more　steeply　for　the carbon contents above ０．８
for　ＴＳｕｂ°RT and above　０．６　for　ＴＳｕｂ°２６０　°Ｃ;　this　is　due　to　ａ　steep
increase　in　the　average　number　of　hydrogen　atoms　attached　to
carbor!　　atoms (see　section　２－６）． The　maximum　value　of Eopt
obtained　was　as　high as　4.12　eV in the　ｓａｍｐｌｅ（Ｔｓｕｂ＝ＲＴ）ｗｉｔｈ ａ
carbon content of 0.97. At the same carbon content″Eopt for the
film of　Tsub=RT is　larger than that of Ｔｓｕｂ°２６０　°Ｃ;　this is due
to a　larger　hydrogen　incorporation　in　the　film　of　Ｔｓｕｂ＝ＲＴ．
　　　　　Hydrogenated　amorphous　carbon　has　been　thought　to　be　ａ
multi-phase　material,^ 2,13)　consisting　of (1) a　polymeric　phase
containing　many　Ｃ－Ｈｎ（ｎ＝２　and　3) groups, (2) a　graphitic　phase
containing　three-fold　coordinated　carbon　atoms, and (3) a　small
amount　of　four-fold　coordinated　carbon atoms　with ａ　diamond-like
structure. Because of the higher hydrogenation of carbon atoms
and　the　large　optical　energy　gap, the　polymeric　component　of
carbon　atoms is dominant in the film of this work. The results








from the deposition condition;　for ａ higher rf power or ａ　lower
pressure,一一ion bombardment to the　surface of　ａ　film　presumably
breaks　C-H bonds　and　increases　the　number　of　graphitic　carbon
ａｔｏｍｓ．１４）工ｎ our　work, the　rf　power was　lower (0.51　W／ｃｍ２）ａｎｄ
the　pressure　was　higher (1.6　Torr) than　the　deposition　condition
where the graphitic　structure was mainly ｆｏｒｍｅｄ．１５）Ｔｈｅｒｅｆｏｒｅ，
graphitic carbon atoms were not very dominant in our film, and
Eopt　did　not　decrease. ∧　　　　　Ｔ












refractive　index　ｎ　and Eopt/　which　shows　ａ　good correlation. The
refractive　index　can be　represented by　the　ｆｏｒｍｕｌａ１６）
ｌｌ°１　゛（ｈ２“）ｐ２）／（４７１Ｅａｖ２）タ (4.9)
where　ωｐ　is　plasma　frequency for valence　electrons　and Eav　is
average　gap.　Although　^av　is not　the　same　as Eopt,　it　should　show
ａ　positive　correlation　with Eopt　in　ａ　group　of materials　such　as


























PHOTON　ENERGY ( eV )
3.0
Fig.　3.7.　Photoluminescence　spectra　measured　at　room　tern-
perature, corrected to the spectral response of　the　meas-
uring　system (each　peak　height　normalized).
－５２－
response　of　the measuring instruments. They are broad spectra.
Although lower energy spectra were not measured, these　spectra
were　considered　to　be　single　peaks　if　we　compared　the　emission
intensity　at　around　９００　nm　with　that　measured　by　Engemann　et





peak energy EPL- The peak energy increased with the　increase in
the　carbon　content.　Ａ bright　bluish-white　luminescence　(EpL=2.57
eV) was observed at room temperature in the sample with x = 0.86.
工ｆ　we　compared　EpL　in　the　samples　of　similar　carbon　contents
prepared　at　different　Tsub　values, EpL　decreased　gradually　with


















temperature deposition, as shown in Fig.3.5. Therefore,　ａ part
of　the decrease　in　EpL　at　２６０　°Ｃ　is　attributed　to　the　decrease　in
Ｅｏｐｔ゛Ｔｏ　investigate in　more　details,　Ｅｏｐｔ‾ＥＰＬ　is　plotted　against














Ｅｏｐｔ‾ＥＰＬcould be associated with the distortion energy due to
self-trapping.2O)工n a configurational-coordinate　model,21) the
distortion　energy　is　in　proportion　to　the　square　of　electron-
phonon coupling constant. Less polar nature of the　network　for






　　　　Figure ３．９shows the excitation intensity dependence of the
PL　spectrum　at　room　temperature　in　the　sample　with　ａ　carbon












































　　　　　Figure　3.11　shows　the dependence of　the photoluminescence
intensity　on　the　carbon　content. The　photoluminescence　intensity
was　corrected　by considering　the　absorption　coefficient a　at　the
excitation wavelength of ３２５nm:　i.e., the measured values were
divided　　ｂｙ［1-exp(-ad)］23) where ｄ　is　the　film　thickness.工ｎ
the　films　of　Ｔｓｕｂ°RT,　the　photoluminescence　intensity　increased













































The ratio of the PL intensity at ７７Ｋto that at RT　was higher
for　the　silicon-rich samples, i.e., thermal quenching was　less
marked in the carbon-rich samples,5f 1 9) which is caused by　the
strong Coulomb　interaction.5) Such　ａ　strong Coulomb　interaction.
which　was　pointed　out　by　Sussmann　and　ｏｇｄｅｎ，５）Ｓｕｓｓｍａｎｎ　and













SiH4‘ and　C2H4.　The　input　rf　power was　１０　Ｗ． This　amorphous　film






(2) insulator, Y2O3 (2000A);
(3) active　layer,　a-Sio.i7Co.83:H (1000A);
(4) insulator, YoOt (2000A);
(5) transparent　electrode, SnOo･
3-6-2. Light　Emitting　Characteristics
　　　　when alternating currents with frequencies over the range
from　２０　Hz　ｔ０２０kHz were ａｐｐ:Liedto the cell, orangeish-white
electroluminescence (EL) was　observed. The　EL　spectrum　　shifted
to　the　longer　wavelength　　side　and　had　ａ　narrower　band･ compared
with the PL spectrum of the same amorphous film excited by the
































　　　　　Examples of　emission　waveforms detected by ａ photomultiplier
and current waveforms together　with applied-voltage　waveforms are
shown　土ｎ Fig.　3.15. To　initiate　EL, the applied voltage　should
















































number　of　electrons　is　estimated to be　1x1012 electrons/cm2. This
value　approximately　agrees　with　that　in　ZnSrMn　cells　of　similar
structures.26) when　rectangular　wave　pulses　were　applied, EL　was
observed at the edges of　the　rectangular　waves　where　the　polarity
chanqes {Fiq.3.17). The　emission　continued　for　around　１０　msec




repeatedly to the cell, the　intensity of EL was decreased　with















:Layer accumulate at the　interface, and make the electric field
with　the　opposite　polarity　to　the　applied　field;　when　the　pulses
of　the　same　polarity as　the　former　pulses　are　applied,　the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●effective inner field in the active　layer is depressed by the
















　　　　　Figure3.20　shows　the　frequency (f) dependence of　the peak

































higher　temperatures. This high energy gap, e･ｇ．　ashigh as　4.12
eV for ｘ＝0.９１，　ａnd its monotonic increase are attributed to the
high　hydrogen　content　and　the　polymer-like　structures.
（３）　The　films　showed ．bright　photoluminescence　at　room
temperature, and the hue was bluish white, particularly in the
carbon-rich　samples (x〉０．８）．　The　difference　between Eopt　and　the
PL peak　energy　increased　with　the　carbon content:　this　is　thought









active　layer were　estimated　to be　1x10''2　electrons/cm2 by　the
analysi s　of　ａ　spike-type　current　with　the　application　of
triangular　wave　pulses. The　polarization effect　was　elucidated　by
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　　　　　工ｎ　recent　years, there have been interests　in multilayers
consisting hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) and silicon







multilayer planes;　the Fermi　level　in a-Si:H well　layers　rises　by
charge　transfer　doping　of　electrons　from　barrier　layers (a-
ＳｉＮχ:H) to　the　well　layers (a-Si:H).''≫2) Regarding　a-Si:H/a-Si-| _χ
Cx:H　multilayer　systems, a　multilayer　has　already　　been　applied






　　　　　工ｎ　order　to　investigate　and obtain multilayers　with specific
properties, it　is　important　to　control　structures　of　the







incorporation in the well　layer was determined　by　the　analysis　of
-６８-
infrared absorption measurements　for the well-layer thickness
over　the　range from　１１　λ　to　５１０　A.The optical　energy gap of




　　　　　Themultilayers (a-Si:H ｚ　well, a-Si"! _χＣχ:H, x=0.2, 0.5 and
0.8:　barrier) were　prepared　by　capacitive-coupled　glow　discharge
deposition. The　substrate　temperature　was　maintained　at　２２０°Ｃ
with　an　rf　power　of　low (0.51　W/cm2) for　all　depositions. A-Si:H
layers　for　the well　layer　was　deposited　from　SiH4 （１０　１　Ｈ２
diluted). The　thickness　of　the　well　layer (dyj) in　the　multilayer
was varied from　１１　Ｊｌ　to５１０　Ｊｌby changing the deposition time.
For　thick　a-Si:H (5000　X）ｆ　Eopt　was　ｌ 。７８　eV.　The　　a-Sii_xCx:H
layer　for　the　barrier　layer　was　deposited　from ａ mixture of　SiH4,
Ｈ２and C2H4. The thickness of the barrier layer (dn) was kept at
２０　Ａ　in　this　chapter　except　for　an　experiment　in　4-2-2. For　thick
a-Sii _χCx:H (around　5000　A), the optical　energy gaps　were　3.18





discharge was stopped at the end of each layer deposition and the
source　gases　were　completely　changed. The　period　of　the
multilayer　was　maintained　at　20, when　the　well　layer　was　thinner
than　1 00 A. Above １００A, the period was kept at ７．
4-2-2. Depth　Profile　by Auger　Electron　Spectroscopy
　　　　　The　construction　of　the　multilayer　was　confirmed　by ａ　depth













electron spectroscopY (AES). The multilayer was deposited on　ａ
Au-predeposited　glass　substrate. The　multilayer　had　３　barrier
layers (150　A) and　４　well　layers (300　Å）．　The　signal　of　carbon
atoms　alternates　with the　signal of　silicon atoms;　this　indicates





sharp peaks in the x-ray diffraction pattern. The full width at
half　maximum　of　the　first Bragg peak　in the ２０　scan was　0.08°．
This　result　indicates　that　stratified　layers　without　fluctuation
in　the　thickness　of　the　component　layers　were　fabricated. Figure
４．３shows the dependence of the sum of the thickness ｄＷ十dR　　on
the　deposition　time　for　the　ｗｅ:Ｌ１　layer　in　the　a-Si：H/a-
Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈ　multilayer.　The　thickness　ｄＷ十dB　was　calculated　from







１ ２ ３ ４
　　　.DIFFRACTION ANGLE ２９(deg.)
Fig.　4.2.　χ-ray　diffraction
pattern with ｌ st. 2nd and 3rd
peaks　in　the　case　that　the
thickness　of　the　well　layer
and the barrier layer were ５０
and　　２０　ＪＩ，ｒｅｓｐｅｃｔｉｖｅｌｙ．　The






















　　　　　工ｎorder to determine the infrared absorption in the well
















Fig.　4.4.　Refractive indices "M as ａ function of the well
layer　thickness. Solid　curve, broken　curve　and　dotted　curve
are predicted by Eq. (4.1 ) in the text, (a) the a-Si:H/










Above,　　r≫W and "B are refractive indices of　the　well　layer and
the　barrier　layer, respectively｡
　　　　　エｎFig.　4.4(a) for the a-Si:H/a-Sio.2Co.8：Ｈ multilayer, the












will　be discussed in the next　section. The broken curve agrees
with　the　measured　value　over　the　range　of　the　well-layer
thickness　below　３０　λ，ｒａｔｈｅｒ　than　the　solid　curve。





















工ｎ the same figureにthe　spectra of thick a-Sio.2Co.8:H (4900　χ）
and a-Si:H (5000 A) are shown as references.　　The peak at　2000
cm '　is due to Si-H monohydride bonds　in the　a-Si:H　layer.　The
peak　around　2100　cm~^ is　ａ　mixture　of　the　Si-H　monohydride bonds






































efficients were corrected by Eq.(4.2) in the text assuming
（ＸＢ　(see　text).　(a) a-Si：H/a-Sio,2Co.8:H, (b) a-Si：Ｈ／
a-Sio.5Co.5:H and (c) a-Si：Ｈ／ａ－Ｓｉ０．８Ｃ０．２：Ｈ．
－75-
follows ｓｇｊ ２ ）
(゛Ｍ°aw(nw/nM) dH/(dvj+dR)+aR (nn/nM) dR/(dM+dR).　　(4.2)
Ａｂｏｖｅｌ（ＸＷ　and ag are　absorption coefficients　for the well　layer
and　the　barrier　layer, respectively.　The　peak　absorption
coefficients　of　the　2000　cm~^　mode for the well　layer, denoted by
open　circles　in　Figs.　4.6(a)-(c),　were　calculated　using　Ｅｑ･
(4.2). We　supposed　that　the　value　of Ob is　zero in the　second
term of the equation, because the 2000 Cm‾ｌ mode was very weak in
thick　a-Si-| －ＸＣχ:H　(x=0.2.　０．５　and　0.8) (for　example, ａ－
Sio.2Co.8:H　in　Fig.　4.5). The　values　of　3.0, 3.2　and　３．２ were
used　for　nw　in Figs.　4.6 (a), (b) and (c), respectively, on the
basis　of　the　results　in Fig.　4.5.　　Closed　circles　in　the　figures
at ｄＷ／（ｄＷ＋ｄＢ）＝Ｏ　and　ｌ　are　the　absorption coefficients of　the　2000
cm‾ｌ　mode　for　thick　Sil _xCx:H and　thick a-Si:H, respectively｡
　　　　　エｎ　Fig.　4.6(a) for　the　ａ－Ｓｉ=Ｈ／ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８＝Ｈ multilayer, if
the　number　of　the　Si-H　monohydride　bonds　in　ａ　unit　volume　of　the
well layer is the same as in thick a-Si:H, the measured values of
the　Si-H　monohydride　mode　should　be　on　the　dotted　line. The
dotted　line　is　calculated　with　Eg.(4.2), where　cb　is　zero (the
value　in　thick　ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８ｚＨ）．ａｎｄ（ＸＷ　is　the value　for thick ａ－
Si:H. However, the　measured　values　for　the　multilayer (open








　　　　　工ｎ　Fig.4.6(a), are also shown the absorption coefficients
of　the　2090　cm‾ｌ　mode　for　the　well　layer.　The　absorption
－76･-







thick ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８ｚＨ）．Ｓｑｕａｒｅｓｉｎthe　figure were deduced on　the
assumption where the average number of the Si-H bonds in ａ unit
volume of the barrier layer is larger by ａ factor of　１.6　than in
thick a-Sio.2Co.8:H.　The value of　１.6　is assumed from the result






Fig.　4.7.　　Integrated absorption coefficients of C-Hn (n = 1
and　2) stretching　mode around　2900　cm‾ｌ　in　the　multilayers








stretching　mode) for　the　multilayers (Fig. 4.7).
　　　　　工ｎ　the range　of　ｄＷ／（ｄＷ＋ｄＢ）ｆｒｏｍ　　0.45 (dvj = 16　A) to　0.77
　　　　　　　　○（ｄＷ＝６５　Ａ），　the　squares　and　triangles　linearly　increase　with
ｄＷ／（ｄＷ＋ｄＢ）．Ｔｈｅ　extrapolated　values　on the　abscissa　are






indicates　that　hydrogen atoms　are　scarcely　incorporated into the
well layer in the form of the Si-H2 bondｓ． when the well layer is
thinner than 1 3-1 7 ｊｌ．　工ｎ the range of the well-layer thickness
from １７ λｔｏ ６５
ｘｆ　the
number of the Si-Ho bonds in ａ unit volume
of　the　well　layer　increases　with　the　well-layer　thickness. Above
６５Ａ　for the well-layer thickness, the　number　of　the　Si-H2　bonds
decreases　with　the　well-layer　thickness.











well-layer　thickness　is　thinner　than　４０　A (Fig. 4.8(b)). Above
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　･●●●●　　　　　　　　　　I●●IIEEISi-H formed Si'Ｈ２ dominant deficit
ellipsometry measurements;　islands　merge on　the scale of ３５A
and　the　properties　of　the　growing　film　approach　the　bulk
properties　of　a-SirHj 3)　when　the　well-layer　thickness　is
thinner　than　１００　A, the　absorption coefficients　of　the　2100 c’ｍ－ｌ










precisely, because the calculated absorption coefficient （χＷ’ｉｓ
seriously　affected　by　the　uncertainty　in　the　assumption　of ag　in
Eq.{4.2) below　ｄＷ＝２０　A (=the　constant　value　of　　ｄＢ）．Ｆｏｒ　the
multilayer　of　a-Si:H/a-Sio.2Co.8:H, however, the number of　the
－79－
Si-Ho bonds in ａ unit volume of the very thin well layer (dyjく２０





layer (dM=11　Ｘ）ｓｈｏｗｅｄ　ａ　sharp　peak (FWHM = 0.18°）　in　X-ray
diffraction, compositional　periodicity　exists even　in　thinner






radii of Si and the Sio.2Co.8 alloy are 1.1 73 and 0.85 A.I 4) This
large　mismatch　in　the　average　covalent　radii　causes　the change of
structures　in　the very　thin　well　layers　of　ａ－Ｓｉ＝Ｈ／Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８＝Ｈ．












component layers exhibit roughness on ａ scale of　10 aJ 7) Thus,
the　multilayers　with　the　lower　thickness　of　the　component　layer





















Fig. 4.9. (a) The optical energy gap as ａ　function of　the







the barrier layer is changed over the range from 2.1 7 eｖ（ｘ＝０．２）
to　3.1 7　eｖＯ　<=0,8).　Taking　account　into　that　Eopt　of　the
multilayer with the relatively thick　well　layer (65　Å）ｗａＳ　larger
by　０．２　９ｖ　than　thick　a-Si：H,　the　increase　in　Eopt　is　　partly




slight　decrease　in　the　Ｂ values (Fig.4.9 (b)) may　　lead　to　the





























decreasing　well-layer thickness. The　value　of Eopt　reached　２．２　eV




（５）　The slight decrease in Eopt was observed in the multilayer
with　very　thin　well　layers (く　２０　λ）．　This　decrease　may be　caused
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New effects　in the electrical conduction across the multilayer





by　tunneling conduction through barrier layers　in an a-Si:H/a-
Sio.2Co.8:H　ultra-thin　multilayer.　工ｎ　this　structure,　the　order/-





5-2. Multilayers with n-type Well Layer
５－２－１．　Current　through　Single　Heteroj unction
　　　　　Current(工)-voltaqe(V) characteristics　were　measured　in　ａ























































of ７．４×10-3 S/cm　and the　activation　energy of the　conductivity of
0.26　eV. The thickness of the a-Si:H layer was　５０ A. The barrier
layer of　ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈwas　３０　λ　thick　with　the　conductivity of





plane at room temperature and ９０Ｋ．ＴｈｅエーVcurve was measured by
－87-
applying　dc　voltages.　The　same　results　described　below　were
obtained by applying the pulse voltage of １５０ msec width and ｌ　Hz
repetition　to　avoid　Joule　heating.　　At　room　temperature, the
current　flows　on　Ohm's　law　with　ａ　conductivity of ２．１×10-12 Ｓ/ｃｍ
below　0.15　ｖ　as　shown　in　Fig.　5,3.　This　conductivity　exceeds　the







the a-Sio.2Co.8-H barrier layers.　The field in the ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈ
barrier　layer can be estimated to be　ｌｘ１０６ V/cm at the applied
voltage　of　０．６　ｖ where　the　current　increases　drastically.　The　エーｖ
characteristic at　９０　Ｋ　is　the　same　as　at　room　temperature　except
for　the　decrease　in the amount of　current. The decrease in the
current　is due　to ａ decrease　in the　conductivity of　the a-Si:H
layer at ９０ Ｋ。
　　　　　Figure　５．４　shows　the　エーｖ data p:Lotted as log(エ／Ｖ２）ｖｓ．１ ／Ｖ．
The　value　of　log(エ/V2) is　in　proportion　to　the　inverse　of　the






where　Ｊ　i s　current　density, E　applied　field, q　charge　of
























conduction is dominant at low temperature, i.e., 90 K. Thus, the
energy　level　of　the　path　for　electrons　shifted to the midgap from
extended　states, which　resulted　in　the　higher　barrier　height　for
the　tunneling　conduction。
　　　　　Thecarbon content　in a-Sii -xCx:H of the barrier layer was
varied　from　０.80　ｔ０，0.60；　the　energy　band discontinuity　△Ｅ　in　the
conduction band　might　be　changed. The　effective　barrier height　φＢ
decreased　with　decreasing　carbon　content　as　shown　in　Table　5-1.
Thus,φＢ can be controlled by varying the optical energy gap of


































　　　　　The　detectionof hot electron generation　was　carried out
using　ａ　newly　devised　structure　shown　in　Fig.　5.5. A　double-
barrier multilayer was fabricated on ａ thick a-Sio.2Co.8:H bulk
(1 000 A) with ａ thin buffer layer. The thickness ｄ of the buffer
layer　between　the　multilayer　and　the　bulk　in　the figure　was



















Forward biased：(a) hot electron inj ection (d=50 A),
　　　　　　　　　　　　　(b)non-inj ection (d=100 A).
Reverse　biased：（ｃ）．




　　　　　工ｎFig.　5.6, the　エーＶcurves of the devices with different ｄ
are　shown　with　circles　and　triangles.工ｎ　the　case　of　ｄ＝５０　A, the
current　increased drastically above an applied voltage of　１５Ｖ




as　shown　in Fig. 5.5(a). A drastic　increase　in　the　current　was
not observed when the multilayer side was positively biased to

























　　　　As　ａresult,　hot electron injection occurs through ａ thin
ａ二Si:H　layer (around　５０　λ　thick) above　the　applied　voltage　where
the　tunneling　current　starts　to　flow　through　the　multilayer.
5-3. Multilayers　with p-type Well　Layer
５－３－１．　Current　through　Multi-heteroj unction
　　　　　Figure　５．７　shows　the　エーｖ　characteristics　across　the　ａ－















Si:H (1.73　eV) and　the　activation　energy　of　a-Si：H (0.433　eV),
the　band　discontinuity　in　the　valence　band　in　the　heteroj unction






heteroj unction　of　boron-doped　a-Si :H (p-type)　and　a-Sio.2Co.8：Ｈ
as　shown in Fig.　5.8. The structure of the heteroj unction was ａ
sandwiched　structure　of Al/a-Si:H(p-type)/a-Sio.2Co 8：H/a-Si：Ｈ（ｐ-
type)/NiCr as　shown　in the　inset　of　Fig. 5.8. The　thickness　of　ａ－
Sio.2Co.8:H was changed over the range from 550 A to 1650 A. The
dark　conductivity　（（Ｊｄ）ｏｆ　a-Si:H (p-type) was　2.92×１０‾６S/cm
with　an activation energy (Eo) of　0.43　eV except　for　the　550A-


















single heteroj unction.　The inset










characteristics are almost on the same curve. Thus, the current
flows　as　SCLC　in　ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈ　sandwiched　with　p-type　a-Si：Ｈ．
This result may be caused by the difference in transport paths of
















? ? ? ?
Fig.　5.9.　エーｖ characteristics
plotted　as　j/d-V/d2. J:　cur-

















energy　level　of　the　hole　paths　in a-Si：H (p-type) may be　close　to
the energy level ０ｆ　gap states　related to dangling bonds　in ａ－




　　　　　The　solid curve　in Fig.　５．９ was estimated using the method
which ｉｓ presented by Solomon et.alJ ４) Assuming the density of
the　states　is　３．０×10i9　eｖ‾ｌｃｍ‾３，ｔｈｅ　calcu工ated　curve　fits　to　the
measured　values.　工ｎ　this　estimation, the　value　of　3.35 (measured
at　１００　Hz) was　used　for　the　relative dielectric constant of ａ－
Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈ．　The　value　of３．０×10i9　eｖ‾ｌｃｍ‾３　is　comparable　to　the
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｌdefect density measured by electron　spin　resonance (8×10i8　cm‾３，
see　section　３－２）．　For　further　discussion　on　the　P-type
heteroj unction. it is thought to be necessary to determine the
band　discontinuity　using　photoemission　ｓｐｅｃｔｒｏｓｃｏｐｙ．１５）
5-4. Summary
（１）　The　エーｖcharacteristics across　the amorphous　multilayer were
measured.　The　barrier　layer　of ｌａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈ　with　an　optical
energy gap of 3.1 8 eV was typically ３０χ thick. The thickness of




effective barrier height for the tunneling and the value of the
tunneling current can be varied by changing the　optical　energy
gap　of　a-Si-| _χＣχ:H.
（３）　The　エーｖ　characteristics　were　measured　in　the　newly　devised
structure, and the generation of hot electrons　was verified　in





Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８：Ｈ　multilayer　with　ａ　thin　buffer　layer　can be　used as a
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electron-impact excitation process, whereas CH* and　H* can be












ａ decrease in the deposition rate of carbon atoms and an increase












carried out. The spin density increased with the carbon content
in the　films ０ｆ Tsub=260　°Ｃ． The excess hydrogenation of carbon





content. The optical energy gap for the films deposited at room
temperature was higher than those for films prepared at higher
temperatures. This high energy gap, e･ｇ． as high as 4.1 2 eｖ･for ｘ
=0.97, and　its　monotonic　increase　are　attributed　to　the　high
hydrogen content and polymer-like structures. The films showed
bright photoluminescence at room　temperature, and　the　hue　was
bluish　white, particularly　in carbon-rich samples (x〉0.8). The
difference between Eqp|- and the　PL peak　energy increased　with　the
carbon content;　this　is thought to be due to an increase in the
tail-state　width　with　the　carbon.content. The　PL　mechanism　in　ａ－




Ｔｓｕｂ゛ＲＴthan those of ＴＳｕｂ°２６０°Ｃ　resulted in the intense PL in
the　films　of　Ｔｓｕｂ゛ＲＴ．　AC-EL　was　observed　in ａ－Ｓｉ０.17C0.83：Ｈ　films
sandwiched　with　two　insulating　Ｙ２０３　layers.　The　number　of
conducting electrons　across　the　active　layer were estimated　to be
1 x1Oi 2　cm‾２　by　the　analysis　of　ａ　spike-type　current　in
application of　triangular wave pulses. The polarization effect
was　elucidated　by　changing　the　pulse　width　of　the　applied




fabricated　by ａ　glow　discharge　method. The　barrier　layer　using ａ－
Sii -ＸＣＸ：Ｈ　was　kept　at　２０　Ａ　thick. The　thickness　of　the　well　layer
cons i sting　of　a-Si：Ｈ　was　changed　from　１ １　犬　ｔ０　５１０　A. The
construction of　the　multilayer was confirmed by x-ray diffraction
and　ａ　depth　profile　of　Auger　electron　spectroscopy.　The
configuration　of　Ｓｉ-Ｈｎ（ｎ＝ｌ　and　2) in　the　well　layer (a-Si：H) was
investigated　by　infrared　absorption　spectroscopy.　Hydrogen　atoms




monohydride bonds. The difference in the carbon contents of the
barrier　layers　led　to　the　difference　in　the　structures　of　ａ　very




thickness. The　value of Eqpi- reached ２．２eV around ２０－３０乱The
increase　of　^opt　was　　partly　caused　by the　dominance　of　the　Si-
Ｈ２　dihydride　bonds　over　the　range　of　the　well-layer　thickness







　an optical　energy gap of　3.18　eV was　typically　３０　ｘ　thick. The
　thickness　of　the　well　layer　consisting　of　doped　n-type a-Si：Ｈ was
　changed　from　５０　λ　to　１００　A. The　tunneling　current　across　the
　amorphous　multilayer with the n-type well layer　was demonstrated
　at　room　temperature. The　effective　barrier　height　for　tunneling
　and　the　value　of　the　tunneling　current　can　be　varied　by　changing





　multilayer, hot electron inj ection occurred through the buffer
　layer　of 50 A thick.　This　ａ－ＳｉｚＨ／ａ－Ｓｉ０．２Ｃ０．８=Ｈ　multilayer　with　ａ
　thin　buffer　layer　can be　used　as　ａ　hot　electron　injector　or　ａ
　wide gap　inj ector.　工ｎ the a-Si:H/a-Sio,2Co.8：Ｈ multilayer　with　ａ
　p-type　well　layer. space　charge　limited　conduction　was　dominant.
．　This result was caused by the difference of　transport paths　of
　electrons　and holes. Holes　transferred mainly via　tail　states.
　while　electrons　moved via　extended　states.　As　ａ　result, the　band
　discontinuity in the valence band did not work as ａ barrier for
　hole　transport。
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